
Masking Tape Masterpieces
(art + math)

Recently, you may have noticed tape being
incorporated into everything from fashion
design to home decor. While enjoying a new
level of respectability, tape has moved out of
the workshop and into the studio with a
palette of bright colors to choose from. 

As an alternative art medium, students of all
ages will find it quick, fun and quirky enough
to be exciting. It's goof-proof - if an area is
unsatisfactory, either peel it off and start over
or cover it with more tape. 

This simple lesson plan encourages students to
create patterns by overlapping and defining
lines on a canvas panel, and add dimension by
incorporating more canvases or objects. 

A word of caution - once you start sticking, it's
hard to stop!

Grade Levels K-12 
Note: instructions and materials based on a
class of 25 students. Adjust as needed.

Preparation

1. To share a roll of tape in a classroom setting,
wrap a couple yards tape around pop cans.
The tape will release easily from the metal and
it will be easy to distribute the colors.

Process

1. Have students begin with a "base", a canvas
panel. Have them select 2-3 smaller stretched
canvases or other objects to incorporate into
their design and add dimension. (Suggestions:
bathroom tissue rolls, small cups, dowels, old
CD's, cardboard jewelry boxes, etc.)

2. Apply tape. High school ages may wish to use
a hobby knife to create corners and shapes.
Tape may be torn into
soft-edge shapes
other than rectangles
and squares for a very
painterly effect (see
photo at right).
Younger ages can use
scissors to cut the
tape, or tear it from
the roll.
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Materials
Colored Masking Tape (23074-1010), 
10-color set, share one set across 
classroom

Blick Canvas Panel, 8" x 8"
(07008-0088), need one per student

Assorted small objects to add 
dimension (bathroom tissue rolls, 
dowels, lids to fast food containers,
small boxes, etc.)

Elementary/Middle

Fiskars® For Kids Crystal Non-Stick
Scissors (57055-1000), one per student

Junior/Senior High

Blick E-Z Grip Knife (57419-2980), need
one per student

Optional

Blickrylic Gloss Medium, quart 
(00623-1027), share across classroom

Blick Economy Camel Hair, round
(05153-1010), size 10, one per student

http://www.dickblick.com/zz205/52/
http://www.dickblick.com/zz051/53/
http://www.dickblick.com/zz007/11a/
http://www.dickblick.com/zz574/19/
http://www.dickblick.com/zz570/54/
http://www.dickblick.com/zz570/54/
http://www.dickblick.com/zz070/08/
http://www.dickblick.com/zz230/74/


Process, continued

3. Encourage students to create patterns
and to vary the width of their lines by
overlapping tapes. Some colors of tape
are translucent and students will discover
they can create various shades when the
colors overlap each other. Very young
ages will enjoy just spontaneously laying
down colorful tape and should be
encouraged to use the tape to make
shapes.

4. If desired, a coat of Acrylic Gloss Medium
over the surface of the artwork once it's
finished will give it a gloss coating and
keep the tape in place as edges start to
peel up and the adhesive loses it's 
tackiness over time.

Options

1. Create 3-D sculpture using objects joined
together and covered with masking tape.
Some plastics, foam and coated items
reject adhesive. Cardboard and
paper items will not allow tape
to be repositioned.

2. Using square canvas, have each
student design a flat, geometric
pattern, then join together for a
class "quilt" (see photo at right)

3. Have students place a small
object on the larger base (for
instance, a small canvas on a
large canvas panel) and chal-
lenge them to make the small
object "disappear". It will become a
design problem-solving exercise in 
making something 3-D appear 2-D.

4. Just for fun, have students create 
"wearable" art. For example: purses, 
wallets, belts from masking tape covered
posterboard.
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National Standards
Content Standard #2 — Using knowledge of 
structures and functions

K-4 Students use visual structures and functions of
art to communicate ideas

5-8 Students employ organizational structures and
analyze what makes them effective or not effective in
the communication of ideas

9-12 Students create artworks that use organizational
principles and functions to solve specific visual arts
problems

Content Standard #4 — Understanding the visual arts
in relation to history and culture

K-4 Students demonstrate how history, culture and
the visual arts can influence each other in making
and studying works of art

5-8 Students analyze, describe and demonstrate how
factors of time and place (such as climate, resources,
ideas and technology) influence visual characteristics
that give meaning and value to a work of art

9-12 Students analyze relationships of works of art to
one another in terms of history, aesthetics and 
culture, justifying conclusions made in the analysis
and using such conclusions to inform their own art
making.

Content Standard #6 — Making 
connections between visual arts and
other disciplines

K-4 Students identify connections
between the visual arts and other 
disciplines in the curriculum

5-8 Students describe ways in which
the principles and subject matter of
other disciplines taught in the school
are interrelated with the visual arts

9-12 Students synthesize the creative
and analytical principles and techniques
of the visual arts and selected other

arts disciplines, the humanities or the sciences
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